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Vibrational Echo Studies of Protein Dynamics
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The first picosecond infrared vibrational echo experiments on a protein, myoglobin-CO, are described.
The experiments were performed at temperatures ranging from 60 to 300 K with a midinfrared free
electron laser tuned to1945 cm21. Below ,185 K, the pure dephasing,Tp

2 , displays a power law
temperature dependence,T 1.3. This behavior is reminiscent of that associated with the properties of
low temperature glassess,5 Kd but is observed here at much higher temperatures. Above the solvent
glass transition temperature,Tp

2 is exponentially activated. [S0031-9007(96)00882-4]
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We present the first vibrational echo experiments p
formed on a protein. These experiments provide a n
method for examining protein dynamics. The vibration
echo [1] is the vibrational analog of the spin echo of NM
[2] and the photon echo of visible and UV spectrosco
[3]. The advent of spin echo in 1950 ushered in a n
dimension in magnetic resonance spectroscopy [2]. L
the spin echo, the vibrational echo is expanding the sc
of infrared vibrational spectroscopy. The vibrational ec
experiment gains its importance because it permits
homogeneous vibrational line shape, which is the re
of dynamics, to be extracted from an inhomogeneou
broadened vibrational spectrum.

The experiments were performed on the vibratio
stretching mode of carbon monoxide (CO) bound to
active site of myoglobin (Mb). By combining vibrationa
echo measurements with vibrational pump-probe lifeti
measurements, the pure dephasing timeTp

2 is determined
[1]. Previous optical coherence experiments performed
proteins examined the dephasing of electronic transit
at a few degrees K [4]. In contrast, the vibrational ec
experiments make it possible to use optical cohere
methods to study protein dynamics at physiologica
relevant temperatures.

Myoglobin is used in the storage and transport
dioxygen (O2) in muscle tissue [5]. It consists of
prosthetic group called protoheme [Fe(II)protoporphy
IX] embedded in a protein. The protein modifies t
chemical reactivity of the Fe binding site, allowing M
to function properly in a biological setting [5].

When bound at the Mb active site, the CO frequen
is strongly redshifted from its gas phase value and se
rated into four distinct bands, labeledA0 –A3 in order of
decreasing stretch frequency [6]. In principle, inform
tion about vibrational dynamics can be obtained from
Fourier transform of the linear absorption spectra. Fin
lifetime and vibrational dephasing due to time depend
perturbations of the transition frequency lead to homo
neous broadening. In a disordered condensed matter
1648 0031-9007y96y77(8)y1648(4)$10.00
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tem such as Mb-CO, however, even a well resolved vib
tional spectrum does not provide information on dyna
ics. The spectral line is inhomogeneously broadened
the distribution of protein conformations that result in
distribution of protein-CO interactions. The IR absor
tion spectrum is a convolution of the various dynam
and static contributions to the observed line shape.
homogeneous broadening cannot be eliminated with lin
spectroscopy [7].

The infrared vibrational echo experiment is a tim
domain nonlinear method which can extract the homo
neous vibrational line shape from inhomogeneou
broadened lines [1,8]. In 1964, the magnetic resona
spin echo method was extended to the visible opti
regime as the photon echo [3]. Recently, vibration
echoes have been used to examine vibrational dynam
in liquids and glasses [1,8].

In the vibrational echo experiment, the sample is
radiated by an intense pulse which coherently drives
ensemble of CO oscillators. These oscillators lose ph
coherence due to homogeneous and inhomogeneous b
ening. A second intense pulse, incident at timet after the
first, causes a partial rephasing. The rephasing gener
a macroscopic polarization at time2t, and, thus, the emis
sion of a third pulse of light, the echo. The echo sign
which is emitted in a unique direction, is measured a
function of delay timet.

An exponential vibrational echo decay corresponds t
Lorentzian line shape with a width,G, given by

G 
1

pT2


1
pTp

2
1

1
2pT1

, (1)

whereT2 is the homogeneous dephasing time determin
from the echo decay constant, andT1 is the vibrational
lifetime determined from pump-probe experiments. Me
surements ofT2 and T1 permit the determination ofTp

2 ,
the pure dephasing time. The vibrational echo decay
nal Sstd is given by

Sstd  S0e24tyT2 . (2)
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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The experiments were conducted using ps infra
pulses from the Stanford Free Electron Laser (FEL). T
FEL pulse train consists of a macropulse of about 3
length repeating at 10 Hz, within which is contain
a series of micropulses repeating at 11.8 MHz. E
micropulse has an energy of,1 mJ and is nearly a
transform-limited Gaussian 1.7 ps in duration. The la
was tuned to theA1 band at1945 cm21, and was actively
stabilized to within2 3 1022% of the center frequency
Both the autocorrelation and the spectrum were monito
continuously during the experiments.

The vibrational echo and pump-probe experime
were performed using essentially the same experime
apparatus illustrated in Fig. 1. Micropulses were selec
from the macropulse at a 50 kHz repetition rate us
a fast germanium acousto-optic modulator (AOM).
fraction of the beam (50% for the echo, 10% for t
pump probe) was picked off using a beam splitter a
sent directly to the sample. The remainder of the be
passed through a second AOM, which chopped the b
to enable the detection electronics to suppress noise
to scattered light and intensity fluctuations. This be
was sent down a computer controlled optical delay l
and then to the sample. The two infrared beams w
focused to a diameter of100 mm on the myoglobin
sample. Echo pulse and pump pulse energies of 1
300 nJ were typical, with probe pulse energy,20 nJ.

The sample was a 15 mM solution of wild type
horse heart myoglobin in buffered 95% glycerol/5% H2O
saturated with CO. The sample had a path length
125 mm and was cooled with a helium flow cryostat. T
Mb-CO absorption is a peak with an absorbance of
on a very broad background of absorbance>1. Despite
bo
n
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0%

O
nges

be
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at
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ho
FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus used for
the vibrational echo and pump-probe experiments. The o
significant differences between the two setups are in the tim
of the acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) and in the cho
of beam splitter (BS): 50% reflectance for the echo and 1
reflectance for the pump probe.
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this, it is possible to obtain high quality vibrational ec
data because the nonlinear nature of the method re
contributions from the background, which arises from
large number of weak transitions.

Vibrational echo measurements were taken from
to 300 K. Several decay curves were taken at e
temperature. Figure 2 displays a typical echo decay cu
taken at 80 K; the inset is a semilogarithmic plot of th
same data. The signal-to-noise ratio is quite good in s
of the large background absorption of the sample. T
solid line through the data in the inset is the result of
exponential fit. The echo decays at all temperatures
fit well by a single exponential except for the 300 K po
for which the fit included convolution with the Gaussi
instrument response. The homogeneous line shap
Lorentzian at all temperatures.

The vibrational dephasing arises from fluctuations
the protein structure, not from the surrounding solve
Linear vibrational spectroscopy [6,9] shows that the sp
trum is extremely sensitive to structural changes of
protein, e.g., the position of the distal histidine, and is
sensitive to changing the solvent. Because of the str
coupling between the protein structure and the CO
quency, protein fluctuations produce significant variatio
in the CO frequency and are the dominant source of vib
tional dephasing. A variety of other factors, which will b
discussed in a subsequent publication [10], give additio
support to the concept that protein fluctuations are resp
sible for pure dephasing.

The mechanism that couples the protein to the C
described in detail elsewhere [10], involves fluctuatio
in the back donation of hemep electron density into
the COpp antibonding molecular orbital. Static chang
in back donation are responsible for shifts in the C
vibrational frequency, and these are caused by cha
in protein structure [11]. Thus, the pure dephasing can
caused by dynamic changes in protein structure indu
th
ly
gFIG. 2. Vibrational echo data on Mb-CO in glycerol/water
80 K. The inset displays the same data on a semilogarith
plot along with the fit to the data, which shows that the ec
decay is exponential over a wide dynamic range.
1649
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fluctuations in back donation, and, therefore, variations
the vibrational frequency.

At 80 K, the echo data yieldT2  26.5 6 0.6 ps, cor-
responding to a homogeneous linewidth of0.40 cm21.
The width of the absorption spectrum at 80 K is12 cm21.
Therefore, the line is massively inhomogeneously bro
ened, with the two widths differing by a factor of 30. A
room temperature, the homogeneous linewidth is2.7 6

0.5 cm21, which is still approximately 5 times narrowe
than the13 cm21 width of the room temperature absor
tion spectrum. The observation of inhomogeneous bro
ening at room temperature allows us to conclude that
the echo time scale the protein exists in many differ
conformational substates, each characterized by diffe
transition frequency of the CO stretch.

Pump-probe lifetime measurements were made over
same range of temperatures. The temperature depen
T1 and T2 data, as well as the pure dephasing times,Tp

2 ,
obtained using Eq. (1), are displayed in Fig. 3.T1 andT2

could be determined from the data within63% error. The
error in the derived quantityTp

2 is approximately65%.
Figure 4 displays the pure dephasing rate,1yTp

2 , on
a logarithimic plot. The temperature dependence of
pure dephasing rate is less steep at low temperatu
There is a break in the temperature dependence
,185 K, which is within the range of temperature
associated with the glass transition temperature of
glycerol/water solvent. Below this transition, the data f
on a straight line, indicating power law behavior of th
form aT a , wherea  1.3 6 0.05. This fit is indicated
by the dashed line in Fig. 4.

The T1.3 dependence is reminiscent of the tempe
ture dependence that has been observed for the pure
phasing rate of electronic transitions of molecules in l
temperature glasses [12]. Several experiments, includ
ligand recombination studies [13] and pressure relaxa
me
g
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FIG. 3. Plot of twice the measured excited state lifeti
2T1sDd, the total dephasing timeT2ssd, and the pure dephasin
T p

2 sjd, derived from the first two quantities using Eq. (1).
high temperatures, the total dephasing,T2, is dominated by
pure dephasing; at low temperatures, the total dephasing a
mainly from T1.
1650
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experiments [14], suggest that protein behavior is si
lar to that of glasses in many ways. Furthermore, prot
simulations demonstrate the existence of many confor
tions that involve only small structural changes [15]. It
therefore, reasonable to analyze the protein dephasing
using the techniques developed for the study of glasse

Although there have been several theoretical treatm
of glasses, the most successful by far has been the tun
ing two-level system (TLS) model [16]. The TLS mod
postulates that some atoms or molecules (or groups
atoms or molecules) can reside in either of two minim
of the local potential surface. Each side of the dou
well potential represents a distinct local configuration
the glass. The bulk glass material contains an ensem
of these two-level systems characterized by a broad
tribution of energy differences and tunneling paramete
Transitions occur via tunneling through the potential b
riers, or, at sufficiently high temperatures, by activati
over these barriers. Thus, the complex potential surf
is modeled as a collection of double well potentials.

The low temperature pure dephasing linewidths can
calculated using the TLS uncorrelated sudden jump mo
[12,17]. It is found that the temperature dependence
the homogeneous dephasing rate is a power law,Ta ,
where a is determined by the probability distribution
PsEd, for the TLS energy difference,E. If PsEd equals
a constant, i.e., there is an equal probability of all T
splittings, and the distribution of tunneling paramete
is also flat, thena  1. In general, forPsEd ~ Em,
a  1 1 m.

The T1.3 temperature dependence observed in M
CO can be understood in terms of a tunneling prot
two-level system (PTLS) model. A protein is a noneq
librium system with many possible conformations. Co
formational changes can be viewed as occurring
motion on a multidimensional potential surface. T
PTLS model represents this complex potential surface
es

FIG. 4. Plot of the natural logarithm of1yTp
2 vs the natural

logarithm of temperature. Below the solvent’s glass transi
temperatures,185 Kd, the data follow a power law,T 1.3

dependence, indicated by the dashed line in the figure. Ab
the glass transition, the data are exponentially activated
DE ø 1000 cm21.
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collection of double well potentials, each side represent
a different protein conformation. Each protein molecu
contains many PTLS, which are associated with the p
sible conformational changes that can occur. The w
have a variety of energy differences, barrier heights, a
tunneling parameters.

In the context of the uncorrelated sudden jump mod
the observedT1.3 temperature dependence implies th
PsEd  E0.3. This is a very flat distribution of energies
The PTLS model of the Mb protein indicates that th
protein has an energy landscape on which the distribu
of energy differences between conformations is broad
almost flat. The energies involved are much greater t
those invoked to explain dynamics in low temperatu
glasses. Experiments on proteins at low temperat
(2 K) indicate that proteins also have very low ener
potential barriers [4]. The results presented here sug
that there are also higher barriers in Mb that play
important role at temperatures on the order of 100
Tunneling through barriers in the 100 K range is
contrast to glasses in which dynamics at such eleva
temperatures are dominated by phonons or activation o
low energy barriers [12,16].

The PTLS model is capable of explaining the observ
vibrational dephasing temperature dependence below
solvent glass transition temperature. It builds on the
tensive history of considering proteins in terms of co
cepts that have been applied to glasses [14]. A theore
investigation is currently in progress to determine if a le
restrictive model of protein fluctuations can account f
the observed power law temperature dependence.

Above the solvent glass transition, the Mb-CO deph
ing dynamics exhibit a clear deviation from the low tem
perature power law behavior. This change can like
be attributed to the softening of the boundary conditi
placed on protein motions by the solvent. Barriers
conformational change that were insurmountable with
rigid glassy boundary condition will become lower whe
the solvent becomes a liquid permitting conformation
changes via activation over barriers. We can model t
process by fitting the dephasing rate with an activat
term,be2DEykT , whereDE is the barrier height. Thus,

1
Tp

2
 aT a 1 be2DEykT . (3)

The solid line in Fig. 4 is a result of the fit by thi
equation, withDE  1250 6 200 cm21. It is possible
that the tunneling term is less significant above t
transition temperature. This would reduce theDE. The
net result is that the high temperature data are fit by
activation energy on the order of1000 cm21.

We have presented the first vibrational echo experime
performed on a protein. Vibrational echo experiments
a new method for examining protein dynamics and ha
already yielded some intriguing insights into how prote
dynamics are transmitted to the active site of myoglob
Future experiments will examine mutant Mb and oth
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heme-CO proteins to investigate how specific structu
features influence protein dynamics at the active site.
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